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Welcome to the 2020 Howden M&A Annual
Review examining how Howden M&A and the
M&A insurance market performed during an
unprecedented year.
Thank you to everyone that contributed to
our success in 2020 and we hope you enjoy
reading our sixth annual report.

Drew Wardrope
Managing Director
+44 (0)7841 338 667
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Managing Director
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2020

Overview
of the year
2020 will remain a stand-out year in many respects. Not forgetting the tremendous
loss of life and heartache caused by the pandemic, 2020 accelerated changes to
working practices and consumer behaviour not anticipated to be commonplace
for another decade.
As you will see from this report, many investors have been ‘quick off the blocks’ to
shape the ‘Next Normal’1, seizing the opportunity to future-proof, strengthen and/
or pivot their investment model. The lull in deal flow in Q2 and Q3 was therefore offset by an extremely busy Q4. For Howden M&A, Q4 broke deal
and policy count records that were set at the start of Q1.

Howden M&A placed more policies
during 2020 than 2019: 582
compared to 519, a rise of 12.1%
Investors focused on capital deployment in Q4 but, with business valuations
holding firm, those that were expecting a flurry of “bargain” deals were
disappointed. Mid-market auction processes (deal values of EUR 50 – 500m)
were more hotly contested than ever, especially those involving sectors that have
withstood or thrived during the pandemic. As a result of this increased activity,
despite the hiatus in Q2 and part of Q3, Howden M&A placed more policies during
2020 than 2019: 582 compared to 519, a rise of 12.1%. Deal count also grew but by a
lesser margin: 416 deals up from 399 deals in 2019, a 4.3% increase.
In a post-pandemic world, buyers are keen to insure known risks whilst sellers
are increasingly unwilling to accept purchase price deductions for such matters,
especially when relatively inexpensive insurance solutions are readily available.
The number of policies taken out per deal rose by more than 7.5% in 2020
showing that there is a growing appetite for policies cover identified issues.

https://www.mckinsey.com/
featured-insights/leadership/thenext-normal-arrives-trends-thatwill-define-2021-and-beyond
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Howden Hard Times Report, 2021

Our average deal size remained flat last year
as we noted a marginal EUR 1 million rise in
the median enterprise value (see Fig. 5).
Despite this, we placed an M&A insurance
programme on more than 10 ‘mega-deals’,
being transactions where the enterprise
value is in excess of EUR 1 billion.
In respect of pricing, premium rates for
M&A insurance, especially for real estate
transactions, continued to fall in 2020,
defying the rest of the insurance market,
which as reported in the Howden Hard
Times Report,2 witnessed significant
rate increases: 16% on average across all
classes.
Insurers who have been slow to recognise
the longevity of the class are now putting
new capital into the M&A insurance
marketplace. During Q2 and Q3, the
increased capacity chased a much
smaller pool of deals, which worked to the
advantage of those buying policies, with
M&A insurance terms improving during
this period.
This position largely corrected itself in Q4
as deal volumes jumped back up and pricing
returned to pre-pandemic levels, albeit still
competitive in comparison to 2019.
The pandemic also sped up a wave of
creativity, both in terms of deal structuring
and new/complementary insurance
products. Since March last year, Howden
M&A has placed policies for:
i.	nine GP-led secondaries transactions,
a class of deals where warranties beyond
fundamental warranties were rarely
given in the past;

ii.	three public to private (P2P)
transactions, including a fully synthetic
policy structure in the UK, the first of
its kind;
iii.	a debt portfolio transaction, including
cover for warranties relating to the
accuracy of the data tape;
iv.	two forward-looking tax policies
covering withholding tax (WHT) on
future distributions; and
v.	a contingent risk policy that facilitated
the release of USD 300 million of cash,
which would have otherwise continued
to be held by the security trustee for
another 10 years.
The slow but steady rise of insurance claims
is a recurring theme in this report, as is the
impact that claims are having on insurance
purchasing behaviour. Policyholders
across Europe are experiencing, or are
learning about, full-limit losses. That has
had an impact on the amount of W&I limit
purchased, which has risen and now stands
at an average of 17% of Enterprise Value
at the time of publishing this report..
With claims remaining such an important
topic, in response to some of the questions
raised in our 2020 webinar, the Claims
section of this report sets out some
interesting detail around the average
timelines we see when dealing with claims.
An in-depth analysis of claims will come
later in the year when we release our
Annual Claims Report.
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Our year in
statistics
Figure 1: 2020 deal count by jurisdiction
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Figure 2: Policy by product type

Figure 3: Total EV by jurisdiction

582
policies
placed

W&I 368
Title 130
Tax 59
Other 25

United Kingdom 34%
DACH 24%
CEE 10%
Benelux 12%

Nordics 9%
France 5%
Iberia 5%
Italy 1%

Figure 4: Policy limit by jurisdiction
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Figure 5: Average enterprise values

EUR 162m
Mean deal size
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Median deal size

EUR 64.2bn
Total EV
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Premiums
Figure 6: Operational: average premium rate by jurisdiction
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Premiums fell from mid-March onwards as the same number of insurers
chased a significantly reduced number of deals. This was certainly
noticeable in sectors that continued to outperform such as technology
and logistics.
This favourable position reversed in late Q3 as insurers struggled to
manage deal flow. Capacity constraints were particularly acute in
December, with prices increasing and offsetting the significant rate
reductions seen in Q2.

Operational deals
Despite the fluctuations in the rates presented in Figure 6, premiums on
operational deals remained generally stable across Europe. The premium
rises set out in the graph are instead reflective of the fact that buyers
in DACH, CEE, Benelux and the Nordics were keen to purchase optional
enhancements to their standard W&I insurance cover.
Spanish and Italian rates dropped substantially as insurer competition
heated up in those markets, especially when it came to deals involving
technology and logistics.
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Iberia

1.15%
Average
RoL across
Europe for all
operational deals

Figure 7: Real estate: average premium rate by jurisdiction
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Real estate deals
Pricing for W&I insurance in the real estate market continued to fall,
with a drop of more than 15% when compared against 2019.

Average RoL
across Europe
for all real
estate deals

Half of our jurisdictions saw rates drop by ~20% or more. As with
operational deals, the data shows an increase for some jurisdictions
where clients were choosing to pay additional premium to obtain
coverage enhancements. In real terms, we saw rates fall across all of
our jurisdictions.
The dramatic rate change in France was driven by new entrants coming
into the W&I insurance marketplace, although one insurer in particular
drove that change, demonstrating how the market can be moved with
relative ease. The reduced rates in the Nordics, Benelux and UK were
largely a function of greater competition between market incumbents
not charging for certain enhancements.
Cover positions have also improved with insurers offering certain policy
enhancements at little or no cost, whereas historically the same insurers
would have charged an additional 5% to 20% of the base premium.
Nil-cost enhancements have included non-disclosure of due diligence,
and extension of survival periods.
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Deductibles
Figure 8: Operational: average deductible by industry sector
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Operational deals deductible analysis
Whilst operational deal premiums remained relatively stable, retentions did not; the average
deductible was cut by 12.5% across all sectors. This sector-wide drop actually masks greater
reductions across four of the six sector groups, which saw deductibles fall by 25 to 30%.
The financial services sector bucked the trend with a c. 30% increase in the average
deductible. This was driven largely by a number of esoteric deals being insured. We saw
deals involving Eastern European banks and insurance companies being insured for the
first time. Once those transactions are taken out of the data set, the picture for the sector
resembles that of other sectors.
Policy deductibles in the consumer and TMT sectors reflected strong insurer appetite in
these sectors; TMT was often as low as 0.2% of the overall transaction value, sometimes
‘tipping to nil’ but that option was not always taken.
Healthcare remains a sector avoided by many insurers who dislike its regulated nature and
associated auditing processes. There are, however, a select set of insurers with an appetite
for deals in this sector. Those insurers latched on to the sector’s relative resilience, targeting
healthcare deals and improving terms in this space considerably, including the offer of lower
deductibles.
With deals in the pharmaceuticals sector often involving large complex global businesses,
deductibles in this sub-sector increased more than other healthcare sub-sectors.
At the opposite end of the spectrum, we saw more competitive terms for deals involving
care homes, which are often simpler transactions with smaller values and therefore seen
as less high risk by insurers.
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Figure 9: Real estate: average deductible by industry sector
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Real Estate deals deductible analysis

Impact of claims on deductibles

In 2020, the average real estate deductible rate dropped
dramatically from what was already considered an extremely
low base.
Interestingly, the fall in rate was not driven by a change in the
terms offered up by insurers. It was more the fact that there
was an increase in the number of insureds opting for the nil
deductible enhancement rather than accepting a slightly
higher deductible for a lower premium.

Without a deductible (or a high deductible) to soak up the
initial loss, insurers will be paying out on even the smallest
of claims, especially on real estate transactions. As we have
touched upon already in this report, the market is seeing
a steady rise in claims, which means we are likely to see
underwriters change their position on deductibles.
That could either be through a rise in the level of deductible
offered and/or, on real estate deals in particular, nil
deductibles offered for additional premium only.

The option of a nil deductible only became widely available
in certain jurisdictions (such as Spain and CEE) over the
course of the past 12 to 18 months. An outright nil deductible
is still not widely available in Italy where 0.1% or ‘tipping to
nil’ deductibles are still the standard offering. If the Italian
market adopts the outright nil deductible approach during
2021, this could lead to a further decrease in the average
deductible rate across Europe.

Although our data shows that the hotel sector saw a
significant rise in deductible level, consideration must be
given to the fact that there were far fewer deals taking
place in the sector to provide meaningful data. It is also
worth noting that the hotel sector saw a 23.81% drop in
the average deductible in 2019, meaning the 2020 rate is
still 7% lower than the 2018 average rate for the sector.
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UK and Ireland
Key themes

Outlook

Deal volumes in the UK largely followed the overall picture for
the rest of Europe, with a reasonably good Q1, a large drop in
Q2, signs of recovery in Q3 and then a record Q4.

As Government financial support starts to fall away, we
expect to see a rise in the number of distressed or insolvent
businesses that are brought to the market. The availability
of warranty protection on these deals will allow buyers to be
more bullish in their valuations, ultimately leading to sellers
and insolvency practitioners achieving higher sale prices.

The net result for Howden M&A’s UK team was a 21%
rise in policy volume, which even the most optimistic of
commentators could not have foreseen when the pandemic
reached Europe. The average deal size increased by 25%,
when compared to 2019, as businesses that performed well
during the pandemic attracted higher valuations.
Activity was particularly strong in the technology, logistics,
healthcare and financial & professional services sectors.
The wealth management space also saw a considerable
number of transactions, mostly with highly competitive
processes as investors sought to deploy capital. With
industry uncertainty on whether VAT is chargeable on
certain advisory services, these wealth management
deals often involved the placement of a specific tax policy
covering such VAT risk.
In real estate, the logistics sector kept the market alive
and enjoyed its record year in terms of deal volume.
As touched upon in the introduction to this report,
growth in the logistics sector was driven by changing
consumer behaviour: restaurant quality meals at home, next
day deliveries and an inability/hesitancy to visit a high street.
Although exceptions remain, on the whole, the pandemic
has forced consumer-facing businesses to accelerate their
ecommerce strategy, making it central to their business
model in the immediate term.
There was an initial flurry of office transactions in Q1, which,
surprisingly given the level of home working in the UK, came
back a little in Q4. The hospitality and physical retail sectors
saw little-to-no return to activity after the first wave of
the pandemic.
Another theme for the real estate market in 2020 was the
increased interest in real estate platforms, especially those
with logistics expertise, with new entrants setting a foothold
in the market and incumbents seeking additional market
share via both asset and human capital.
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If the pandemic continues to subside, we will likely see the
return of workers to offices and, in turn, an increase of deals
in the office sector, with those that were able to ride out the
pandemic eyeing up others less fortunate and/or pivoting
their business model to accommodate the changing ‘hybrid’
nature of office work.
We saw two key innovations in the UK insurance market
take off last year: private M&A style warranty protection for
secondary transactions and the same for public to private
acquisitions (P2Ps). With the M&A marketplace having such
a keen appetite for these deals, we expect the take-up of
insurance to continue.

Caroline Rowlands
Co-Head of UK W&I
+44 (0)7834 180 384

Daniel Stock
Co-Head of UK W&I
+44 (0)7885 462 408

Policy by product type

EUR 9.5bn
limit placed

215

W&I 109
Title 67
Tax 27
Other 12

policies

Rate on Line

1.60%
1.40%

EUR 151m
Mean deal size

1.20%
1.00%

EUR 55m
Median deal size

0.80%
0.60%
0.40%
0.20%
0.00%
2015

2016

2017

United Kingdom – Operational
United Kingdom – Real Estate

2018

2019

2020

EUR 21.7bn
Total EV
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DACH
Key themes
As with the UK, DACH saw an increase in the number of
policies placed in 2020 despite the impact of the pandemic.
In contrast, however, the average deal size fell by 1.8% as
fewer mega-deals took place and a greater proportion of
mid-market acquisitions focused on businesses operating
within the region. Nevertheless, the average deal size
remained ahead of the UK by more than EUR 50 million.
After a relatively quiet period between March and June, the
DACH M&A market saw a very strong recovery spearheaded
by technology and renewables deals, followed by a broad
array of other sectors with deal sizes ranging from EUR 20
million to several billion.
The real estate transactions put on hold in Q2 returned to
the market in the second half of 2020 but, looking across the
whole of 2020, we saw a material shift in investment focus
from office assets, which had dominated the real estate
investment market over recent years, to residential and
logistics assets.
Although the deal count remained relatively steady at 78
deals (vs 73 in 2019), the placement of specific risk policies
drove the DACH policy count upwards.
When it comes to tax, the DACH insurance market has
shown growing appetite for identified tax risks and a
willingness to cover certain tax risks under the W&I
policy. For example, on real estate transactions, trade tax
risks (e.g. resulting from a permanent establishment in
Germany) were regularly covered affirmatively under the
W&I policy in 2020 for an additional premium of c. 1% of the
underlying risk exposure. We also saw a near-300% rise in
the number of standalone tax policies placed across a wide
range of deal sizes and sectors, which demonstrates an
increased acceptance in the German market of this ringfenced solution.
The same can be said for environmental risks. Historically,
very few environmental policies were placed on DACH M&A
transactions whereas we placed five such policies in 2020
across real estate and operational transactions albeit
largely in the chemicals/heavy industry space. Buyers in
auction processes found environmental risk insurance
useful, providing synthetic cover for pollution and managing
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price adjustment for known matters, negating the need for
extensive environmental warranties or specific indemnities
in the underlying legal documents.
Pricing for all insurance products remains competitive in
the region. Although our data shows an increase in the rate
for DACH, this is due to the fact that clients were paying
additional premium to enhance policy terms, such as the
inclusion of the trade tax risk mentioned above.

Outlook
We may see more deals involving synthetic warranties
but placement of such policies remains challenging in the
DACH insurance market, resulting in adverse commercial
characteristics (pricing, retention) and less flexibility on
cover discussions. On real estate transactions, a limited
number of insurers are offering full synthetic cover with a
broad warranty catalogue. However, from our experience,
insurers still require a disclosure process to be undertaken
via a Q&A exercise, and, where relevant, disclosure
schedules included in the transaction documents.
The number of secondary transactions will continue to
increase in the DACH region and we are well-placed to
provide the requisite solutions for these deals in the region.
In 2020, we started to see W&I being used increasingly
on corporate exits, in the VC space and on JV structures.
We believe that this will continue and for W&I to be
considered routine on such deals.
Lastly, the key trend of 2020 that we expect to continue in
2021 is the use of specific risk policies. These are likely to
gain further traction and become commonplace, featuring
more often during the bid structuring phase of a transaction.

Gennadiy Kharif
Head of DACH
+49 (0) 160 70274 72

Johann Benesch
Director
+49 (0) 151 624131 00

Policy by product type

EUR 4.2bn
limit placed

101

W&I 73
Title 12
Tax 11
Other 5

policies

Rate on Line

1.80%
1.60%
1.40%

EUR 202m
Mean deal size

1.20%
1.00%

EUR 85m
Median deal size

0.80%
0.60%
0.40%
0.20%
0.00%
2015

2016

DACH – Operational
DACH – Real Estate

2017

2018

2019

2020

EUR 15.6bn
Total EV
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Benelux
Key themes

Outlook

Benelux experienced an extremely strong end to 2020
owing to a number of highly competitive auction processes.
Several cross border transactions saw three bidders run
simultaneously, all arranging final policies in concert with
final bids. Whilst this dynamic is quite common for multibillion deals, it happened with a frequency on mid-market
deals that we have not seen previously.

Julie van den Bergh, a dual qualified Dutch-US lawyer, joined
the team in 2020, which has allowed us to design synthetic
US cover for our US clients operating in the Benelux market.
This style of cover allows Dutch sellers to transact with the
typical EU continental style of data room disclosure, whilst
synthetically providing US buyers with the same level of
protection they would be able to secure under US policies,
in which the VDR and the DD reports are not disclosed.
We expect use of this cover to increase in 2021 as more
US buyers enter the Dutch marketplace.

Howden M&A rapidly accumulated market share in the
region last year. Despite the pandemic, our Benelux team
grew deal volume by 83% and policy count by 67%, further
enhancing our position as the leading M&A insurance broker
in Benelux, in terms of volume and value.
As with DACH, average deal size dropped but the average
policy limit as a percentage of the average enterprise value
increased to 20%. In common with other jurisdictions, the
appetite for optional cover enhancements grew, which is
why the data reflects a rise in average premium.
The Benelux M&A insurance market remains one of the most
competitive markets for cover and price in Europe. The team
secured ‘tipping to nil’ deductibles on operational deals
much more frequently in 2020 than in the previous year, an
enhancement previously only available on operational real
estate deals.
That competitiveness was leveraged in 2020, with Howden
M&A driving innovation for Dutch loan portfolio transactions,
securing full coverage on the warranties and the tax
indemnity contained in the sale documentation, which
included warranties relating to (i) accuracy of the data tape;
and (ii) legal title, validity and enforceability of the loans and
the underlying security.
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With the Belgian market becoming more knowledgeable
with the product, we expect the number of deals using
insurance in the country to increase.
Unlike other jurisdictions, widespread adoption of tax
insurance is not yet common in the region. We recorded a
slight uptick in the number of tax policies placed and, with a
dedicated tax insurance team now in place for the Benelux
region, we expect stand-alone tax policies to be a key
growth area for the team.
As well as seeking additional tax cover, more buyers will likely
access the wider suite of M&A insurance such as cover for
title and environmental risks.
For those investors acquiring (largely) performing loan
portfolios, we expect to see a lot of interest in the loan
portfolio product from them as the year unfolds.

Frederik Veldhuijzen
Head of Benelux
+31 (0) 6 1363 1037

Gauthier Drion
Associate Director
+31 (0) 6 4178 3189

Julie van den Bergh
Associate Director
+31 (0) 6 4248 3600

Policy by product type

EUR 4.2bn
limit placed

67

W&I 57
Title 3
Tax 6
Other 1

policies

Rate on Line

1.40%
1.20%

EUR 167m
Mean deal size

1.00%
0.80%

EUR 95m
Median deal size

0.60%
0.40%
0.20%
0.00%
2018

Benelux – Operational
Benelux – Real Estate

2019

2020

EUR 8.0bn
Total EV
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Central Eastern Europe
Key themes

Outlook

The first quarter of last year was strong in CEE, however,
the M&A market suffered more than its Western and
Northern European counterparts during the rest of 2020
and the Q4 recovery was less pronounced. Deal flow in the
region dropped by 22%3 although we fared better than this
with only 16% fewer policies placed across 17% fewer deals
on the previous year.

As insurers become more comfortable with risks in the
wider CEE region, we expect a continuing diversification of
jurisdictions and sectors using insurance in CEE.

Interestingly, whilst the total EV fell, our average deal size
increased which was consistent with local M&A market
experience4. The knock-on effect was a 75% rise in the
aggregate policy limit placed by the CEE team in 2020.
This rise in policy limit can be attributed to a number
of particularly large transactions for which we placed
insurance in the region, some of which also sought a wider
suite of complementary M&A insurance policies such as tax,
title and environmental.

Last year, 37% of our CEE deals took out more than one
policy. This trend of using additional insurance products will
continue to increase on smaller CEE deals, as well as the
larger deals.
We foresee public M&A activity to increase in 2021 and have
already been involved in an increasing number of projects
in which warranty-style protection on P2P deals has been
sought as a suitable solution. As with the UK, we expect that
interest in insurance for such deals will continue to grow in
the region.

Gaming and financial services deals were the most common
operational sectors making use of W&I but real estate
developer transactions also made good use of the product.
Like in other jurisdictions, with the exception of logistics,
which remained active, there was a significant drop in the
number of real estate deals.
Looking more specifically at the regions within CEE:
• Poland continued to dominate, as expected, with a year
on year increase in deal volume;
• the number of deals for which insurance was placed in
the Czech Republic reduced in line with the drop in deal
activity;
• we received a surge in enquiries from Croatia, Turkey and
the Balkans;
• our team advised on a Russian transaction that involved
the successful placement of both W&I and tax policies;
• we placed insurance for a deal involving a Czech bank,
which only a few years ago, would have been extremely
challenging given insurer appetite.
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according to the annual report compiled by Austrian

3,4 

law firm Wolf Theiss and MergerMarket

Hélène Bastien
Head of CEE
+44 (0)7834 746 999

Julia Mikler-Mieszkiello
Director
+48 797 282 342

Policy by product type

EUR 4.1bn
limit placed

77

W&I 46
Title 26
Tax 4
Other 1

policies

Rate on Line

1.80%
1.60%
1.40%

EUR 160m
Mean deal size

1.20%
1.00%

EUR 65m
Median deal size

0.80%
0.60%
0.40%
0.20%
0.00%
2015

2016

CEE – Operational
CEE – Real Estate

2017

2018

2019

2020

EUR 6.4bn
Total EV
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Nordics
Key themes

Outlook

Our Nordic business grew strongly amidst the pandemic,
with investors clearly drawn to the region as a ‘safe-haven’.
Policy count increased by 70%, which included insurance
being purchased on a number of mega-deals.

As buyers become aware of the full policy limit losses in the
region, larger policy limits will likely be taken on more deals.
Typical policy limits in Europe are between 10% and 20%
of enterprise value, whereas some Nordic buyers are now
routinely securing policy limits that are between 30% and
50% of the enterprise value.

With auction processes remaining competitive far further
into the process, this meant that more bidders sought
advice from us prior to submitting final bids. With this earlier
engagement, we were afforded the time to negotiate
better cover positions with insurers rather than finalise an
insurance policy over a limited number of days following
submission of final bids. Howden M&A has the capability to
run as many trees as any deal could ever require. This meant
that, in 2020, we worked on a significant share of the region’s
most complex transactions.
The policy terms available on Nordic deals are amongst the
most attractive in Europe, including competitive pricing,
increasingly aggressive retention options and general broad
cover. However, whilst the Nordic region has generally had
the lowest claims rate in Europe, the severity of the claims
notified has been substantial, with numerous full policy limit
losses. In 2020, there were two arbitrated cases in Norway
which saw the insureds receive a payment exceeding the
policy limit once penalty interest was applied to the awards.
The claims ratio is increasing across the Nordics on both
operational and real estate deals and we expect this to
translate into higher premium rates and deductible levels
going forward.
The size of transactions on which we placed a policy
increased substantially in the region, a 103% rise on
2019, but we believe that this is largely due to our market
share of larger deals rising rather than a change in the
typical deal size in the region. That said, there has been a
notable change in the larger Nordic deals taking insurance
compared to the past five years.
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Tax insurance is becoming increasingly popular in the region
across a variety of risks, in particular, VAT issues arising on
real estate acquisitions. We have also dealt with withholding
tax exposures, either due to the application of Chapter
2D CTA or the European Court of Justice rulings on the
use of holding companies for cross-border dividends and
interest, the so-called “Danish beneficial ownership cases”.
We expect the use of tax insurance to grow materially as
investors become wary of tax authorities seeking additional
revenue with insurance being seen as a favourable
alternative to seeking a tax ruling.

Alexander Rasmussen
Head of Nordics
+46 (0) 73 528 89 24

Carl Levin
Associate Director
+46 (0) 70 861 76 00

Policy by product type

EUR 1.6bn
limit placed

46

W&I 38
Title 5
Tax 3
Other 0

policies

Rate on Line

1.80%
1.60%
1.40%

EUR 158m
Mean deal size

1.20%
1.00%

EUR 47m
Median deal size

0.80%
0.60%
0.40%
0.20%
0.00%
2015

2016

Nordics – Operational
Nordics – Real Estate

2017

2018

2019

2020

EUR 5.5bn
Total EV
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Iberia
Key themes

Outlook

Interest in the use of M&A insurance solutions increased in
2020, with a keen appetite for risk solutions to cover known
issues. With enquiries rising against a backdrop of reduced
deal flow, it is a clear sign that the Iberian M&A insurance
market came of age in 2020.

Last year was a challenging year for the Iberian M&A market
but we expect 2021 to be active and we have already seen
increased activity in the first few months of 2021. The market
remains an attractive one to insurers and competition
amongst them will ensure pricing remains attractive
although for the more complex transactions,
we expect to see rate rises.

Iberian dealmakers recognise that insurance can eliminate
potential price chips and minimise liabilities for sellers.
Other such advantages include policies providing cover for
specific known risks, including those relating to title and tax,
which we placed alongside W&I Insurance on a number of
transactions. 25% of policies were specific risk policies in
2020 compared to 20% in 2019.
The near 20% drop in average premium rates for
operational businesses and 7% for real estate businesses
demonstrates that the Iberian insurance market has a keen
appetite for W&I. Policy terms continue to improve and
align with those offered on Northern European and CEE
transactions. This combination signals a maturing market,
however, with more deals starting to use W&I in Iberia, it is
likely that insurers will want to manage their exposure by
being more selective on the risks they cover.
Although deal volume dropped, more sophisticated
domestic investors started to use insurance and we noted
a rise in mega-deals being insured regularly. In fact, Iberia
was the leading jurisdiction for Howden M&A when it came
to the largest average deal size.
As was the case across all of our offices and jurisdictions,
infrastructure and logistics remained active in 2020. This
is largely attributed to the regular and consistent revenue
streams that these sectors generate and also due to the
growth opportunity that investors anticipated as more
consumers went online for their retail experience.
As for tax, Iberia has been a key growth area with an
increased number of specific risks insured in both Spain and
Portugal in comparison to 2019. The tax insurance market
has evolved sufficiently in Iberia to consider the tailored
application of policies to future risks, thus demonstrating
the use of insurance as a flexible risk management tool. As a
result, we have placed insurance for a variety of risks that are
not associated or linked to M&A transactions. For example,
risks arising from the ongoing application of the ‘SOCIMI’
regime, as well as cover for risks arising from funding and
profit repatriation, for future cash flows as well as historical.
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Environmental insurance is becoming an increasingly
important solution for M&A transactions in Iberia as deal
teams become more familiar with the value such insurance
can offer. In the first quarter of 2021, the real estate and
industrials sector have been the most active users of
transactional environmental insurance to cover identified
risks, thereby reducing the magnitude of price adjustments
and complementing traditional W&I insurance when cover
for pollution-related warranties is excluded. We expect
to place more environmental policies in Iberia this year as
a result.
On that theme, given the increased interest and availability
of additional insurance products, the trend of using multiple
insurance solutions on the same transaction will continue
and be a key driver behind the increase in policy count.
As with the UK, we anticipate the use of insurance on
secondaries and P2Ps to gain traction in 2021.

Enrique Pérez del Castillo Eduardo Real de Asúa
Head of Iberia
Director, Howden Iberia
+34 695 211 611
+34 607 451 901

Policy by product type

EUR 1.7bn
limit placed
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W&I 16
Title 6
Tax 2
Other 5

policies

Rate on Line

2.50%
2.00%

EUR 216m
Mean deal size

1.50%

EUR 79m
Median deal size

1.00%
0.50%
0.00%
2015

2016

Iberia – Operational
Iberia – Real Estate

2017

2018

2019

2020

EUR 3.2bn
Total EV
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France
Key themes

Outlook

Despite a drop in deal volume last year, policy count
remained broadly flat suggesting the French market is
continuing to adopt insurance.

With French dealmakers becoming more familiar W&I and
specific risk insurance cover, we expect to see a higher
policy count in 2021. It remains to be seen whether the usual
dynamic of no warranties being given on French private
equity deals will shift in the short term, but, with time, we
believe that all but the most competitive auctions will take
advantage of the full suite of M&A insurance.

Whilst the use of insurance in France has yet to rise in
a similar trajectory to other European jurisdictions, the
dynamic of PE to PE deals largely not having warranties has
resulted in more deal teams turning to insurance as the
solution for known issues.
Parties have recognised that insurance can provide better
outcomes for both buyers and sellers by enhancing bids
and streamlining negotiations as well as avoiding price chips
and/or escrow arrangements. Some of the known tax issues
for which we placed insurance in 2020 included the foreign
ownership tax, real estate transfer tax on acquisition of
companies, and withholding tax on distributions.
Like its European counterparts, the French M&A insurance
market saw a great deal of innovation in 2020. We have
been at the forefront of developing the P2P product in
France where W&I-style cover was placed for the buyer
on a take-private of a healthcare business. Furthermore,
‘New Breach’ cover was a feature of almost every
French real estate transaction that we advised upon
where there was a gap between signing and completion.
Our role as insurance advisor is not limited to typical M&A
products. Last year we used the wider Howden network to
place a surety bond for an international investor fundraising
for a French real estate development. The solution we
provided prevented the need for a costly bank guarantee
and improved the investment model of the investor.

What is New Breach cover?
It is an enhancement to the W&I policy that provides
cover for risks that crystallise and are discovered
between signing and completion. The cover is typically
available for up to 60 business days but the period can be
adjustable if no claims are made.
The enhancement is available in all European markets.
However, it is clear that the French M&A market, more
than any other, considers the benefits of the additional
cover to far outweigh the additional cost.
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As with the UK and Iberia, we expect a rise in the adoption
of insurance on P2P transactions. We also anticipate ‘New
Breach’ cover becoming the ‘norm’ on real estate deals that
involve a split signing and completion.

Andras Haragovitch
Co-Head of France
+33 (0) 6 47 62 23 21

Lucie Bocel
Co-Head of France
+33 (0) 7 88 75 96 04

Policy by product type

EUR 775m
limit placed
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W&I 19
Title 4
Tax 4
Other 1

policies

Rate on Line

1.40%
1.20%

EUR 145m
Mean deal size

1.00%
0.80%

EUR 46m
Median deal size

0.60%
0.40%
0.20%
0.00%
2019

France – Operational
France – Real Estate

2020

EUR 3.0bn
Total EV
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Italy
Key themes

Outlook

Whilst Italy remains relatively underpenetrated compared to
its European neighbours, the use of insurance is continuing
to increase. There are now at least six insurers with Italian
speaking capabilities and, overall, 15 insurers with appetite
for Italian deals.

Italy remains the most challenging of all major EU
jurisdictions to obtain M&A insurance but the work already
undertaken in 2021 indicates that the Italian M&A market is
returning to pre-COVID activity.

As Italy was the first EU nation to be hit with COVID-19, and
therefore the first to experience a drop in deal volume,
our Italian team was the first to see the knock on effect of
the pandemic when at least 10 processes that we were
involved with collapsed. Those deals alone would have seen
the team’s policy count rise by 21% and deal count rise by
53% in 2020.
Instead, policy volume dropped by 20% and deal count by
23%. This was in large part driven by the Italian market’s use
of the product still being weighted towards real estate deals,
which were heavily affected by the pandemic.
Despite COVID-19, we witnessed a strong appetite in
logistics and mid-market real estate transactions where
we saw a reduction in the minimum premiums typically
charged by insurers. We also acted on two deals involving
two of Milan’s trophy real estate assets, proof that Italian real
estate did not grind to a complete halt last year.
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With an aggressive tax authority, tax insurance will remain
challenging in 2021, although where a robust fact pattern
exists, cover can be obtained.
Italy continues to have huge potential for insuring renewable
deals for which the product is already widely available. We
expect to see more of these deals in the year to come as
well as insurance taken out in the technology, infrastructure
and consumer sectors, as well transactions involving ownermanaged businesses.

Giulia Malusa
Head of Italy
+44 (0)7523 908 615

Domenico Mogavero
Senior Associate
+44 (0)7936 370 795

Policy by product type

EUR 650m
limit placed

19

W&I 10
Title 7
Tax 2
Other 0

policies

Rate on Line

2.50%
2.00%

EUR 67m
Mean deal size

1.50%

EUR 38m
Median deal size

1.00%
0.50%
0.00%
2015

2016

Italy – Operational
Italy – Real Estate

2017

2018

2019

2020

EUR 813m
Total EV
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Contingent Risks
Key themes
Since its formation in late 2018, the team has been advising
clients on the ‘art of the possible’ when it comes to using
insurance to cover contingent risks. This has increased
awareness of the product and contributed to a significant
rise in enquiries in 2020. Principles and advisers alike are now
increasingly alive to the possibility of replacing traditional
risk allocation mechanisms (such as escrows or indemnities)
with insurance or including in the documents an option to
swap them out for insurance policies
The rise in interest was partly-driven by parties seeking to
release value held against exposures ring-fenced pursuant
to historic M&A transactions. Outside of M&A, the product
was used to address contingent liabilities, which would
otherwise be reserved for insolvencies, solvent liquidations
and restructurings.
Evolution of the cover was spurred on by the continuing
increase in competition and capacity amongst insurers.
As was the case with the tax insurance market six years
ago, existing contingent risk market participants have
started to hire specifically for, or are dedicating resource
to, the underwriting of contingent risks.
As has been touched upon already in this report, as the
volume of deals dried up, W&I insurers sought out alternative
revenue streams in Q2. This has contributed to a continued
increase in capacity such that limits over EUR 500 million
are achievable.
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In 2020, we placed policies which have, amongst
other things:
• released funds held in escrow and against equity
commitments from historic transactions;
• covered insolvency practitioners and companies
in insolvency processes against identified risks
which would otherwise have delayed distributions to
creditors; and
• transferred current litigation exposures and more
remote contingent risks to insurers to facilitate
liquidation of fund structures.
A particular highlight of 2020 was closing a transaction
involving over 30 interlocking policies, addressing an
identified risk arising from live litigation. A security which a
security trustee was reserving over USD 300 million from
security enforcement recoveries. In order to satisfy the
test for whether funds should be released to lenders,
the insurance had to reduce the risk to being “merely
fanciful”. We designed a structure and drafted bespoke
wording which covered the trustee against the litigation
risk, provided lenders with a clean distribution, and was
accepted by the trustee and its advisers as a sufficient
risk mitigant to release the reserved funds. As a result, the
lenders received a distribution of USD 300 million net of
costs 10 years ahead of the alternative.

Outlook
The team has already had a strong start to the year, placing
policies with an aggregate limit of over EUR 1 billion.
The increased rate of enquiries over the last year shows no
sign of abating, and we look forward to continuing to work
with clients and their advisers to release value that would
otherwise have been trapped against insurable risks.

Alex Southby
Head of Contingent Risks
+44 (0)7843 370 293

Nick Minns
Associate Director
+44 (0)7593 528 090

In 2021, we expect to see:
• M&A and insolvency/restructuring stakeholders and
their advisers considering insurance as a solution to
litigation and other contingent risks at an earlier stage
in their transaction planning;
• increased awareness and use of the product
across Europe;
• further hires by insurers to allow them to focus
specifically on contingent risks.
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Environmental
Key themes
The team supported more than 90 transactions in 2020,
which is close to a 40% rise on 2019. The key drivers behind
this significant rise included:

The UK was by far the busiest jurisdiction for the team but
as demonstrated in Figure 10, enquiries were spread evenly
across the rest of our jurisdictions.

Macroeconomics
Increasing focus on environmental, social and governance
(ESG) risks at an investor level – as well as political pressure
on governments to adopt a ‘green recovery’ policy in the
wake of the pandemic, including the introduction of new and
more stringent environmental legislation;

There were no surprises in the data regarding the sectors
we serviced in 2020, with the real estate sector relying on
environmental insurance to ensure it was obtaining the
most fulsome pollution risk coverage.

Products
Increased use of environmental insurance as a strategic
deal tool, including (i) buyers insuring identified pollution in
order to reduce the magnitude of a price chip particularly
in large industrial/chemical transactions: and (ii) sellers
wrapping insurance around a specific environmental
indemnity in order to achieve a clean exit; and
Supporting W&I insurance
Use of environmental insurance in real estate transactions
to leverage removal of the pollution exclusion under W&I
insurance.
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Outlook
As product awareness continues to grow, we expect an
increased use of environmental insurance as a strategic
deal tool, with investors and financial advisors opting to
insure specific risks and avoid costly price chip, escrow
accounts or sell-side indemnities.
Additionally, as ESG risks continue to rise up the boardroom
agenda, we anticipate the insurance market to respond by
offering ESG and climate change linked solutions to both
corporates and investors. In particular, insurers now offer
products that insure against financial loss associated with
reputational harm arising from ESG risks. Such products can
offer security to investors acquiring businesses that are
sensitive to reputational harm.

Glenn O’Halloran
Head of Environmental Risk
+44 (0)7701 311 996

Oliver Herbert-Williams
Associate
+44 (0)7776 468 687

You can read more about that product by clicking here.

Figure 10: Enquiry by jurisdiction

United Kingdom 42%
US 8%
France 4%
Nordics 9%
CEE 7%

Figure 11: Enquiry by deal sector

Italy 3%
Iberia 8%
Benelux 4%
Germany 12%
Other 3%

Real Estate 41%
Chemicals 8%
Industrial 30%

Utilities 5%
Redevelopment 8%
Other 8%
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Tax
Key themes

Outlook

In 2020, we placed more than EUR 1.1 billion in limit for tax
risks across 59 policies involving 12 different jurisdictions.

Given the number of insurers operating in the tax insurance
market with an appetite for tax risks, we expect pricing for
commonly insured risks to remain competitive, albeit pricing
will likely rise in the medium term as the market matures and
insurers start becoming more selective with their choice
of risks.

Increasing competition in the insurance market meant
average premiums continued the downwards trajectory
from recent years, with pricing for “low” risks in jurisdictions
such as UK, Germany, Poland and the Nordics now routinely
priced below a rate of 1.5% of the tax exposure.
As familiarity of the product has grown, so has the range of
enquiries. Parties are keen to test out the insurance market
to see if a solution is available and at what cost. The cost of
that solution may far outweigh the use of an escrow and/or a
reduction in the sale price. In 2020, we saw a rate of 9.7% for
a tax insurance policy, which was obviously seen as a more
attractive solution than the alternatives available.
Tax insurers were also keen to innovate in 2020, even putting
in place policies that protected sellers against a rise in the
UK’s capital gains tax rate between signing and closing of
transactions.
The subject matter of tax risks insured between 2019 and
2020 remained stable but it is clear that stamp duty and
property tax risks were the prominent risk areas insured
in 2020. In addition, tax insurance remained popular for
protecting against withholding tax exposures following
the European Court of Justice rulings on the use of holding
companies for cross-border dividends and interest
repatriation, the so-called “Danish beneficial ownership
cases”. We expect this trend to continue Europe-wide with
investors wary of tax authorities seeking additional revenue,
or recompense, in a post-COVID landscape.
In 2020, 49% of the tax insurance policies we placed did not
involve a concurrent M&A transaction.
With a fall in deal volumes between March and September,
insurers were keen to find new areas of focus, which is why
there was a rise in the number of policies placed on ‘fund
wind-up’ and other ‘cash-release’ motivated transactions.
Investors appreciate the benefits that the product can offer
in this area and, provided clients are willing to carry out the
appropriate tax analysis, tax insurers will continue to offer a
solution for tail risks with respect to tax.
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As you will see in the Claims section of this report, with
tax issues continuing to be the leading cause behind
notifications on W&I policies, we may see this have an
impact on the pricing of tax policies.
We also expect insurers to continue to innovate with the
trend to offer forward looking insurance cover not only
for withholding tax risks but for other areas too, such as
interest deductibility. As such innovations come more widely
available, we envisage tax insurance further cementing itself
as a cost efficient tool to manage transactional risk, both as
a part of M&A transactions and as a standalone product.

Abbas Juma
Co-Head of Tax
+44 (0)7548 222 885

Darrel Lamsdale
Co-Head of Tax
+44 (0)7706 299 674
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In 2020, we placed
more than EUR 1.1
billion in Limit for tax
risks across 59 policies
involving 12 different
jurisdictions.
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Figure 12: Underlying tax risk

Corporate income taxes 23%
VAT 12%
Employment taxes 9%
Stamp duty / property taxes 36%
Witholding tax 11%
Other 9%
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Title & Indemnity
Key themes
The team had a strong start to the year with title insurance
being placed on a number of high value transactions
constituting one of our strongest quarters for title
insurance. The impact of COVID-19 on the M&A market,
however, had the inevitable impact of greatly reducing the
number of title insurance policies being placed on M&A
transactions during Q2 and Q3. Notwithstanding that
impact, as the M&A market recovered, we saw a significant
increase in enquiries, which resulted in a third of the year’s
title polices being placed in Q4.
By the end of 2020, we placed 130 policies, which is only
three fewer policies than in 2019. This constituted 22.3% of
the policies placed by Howden M&A in 2020 and provided
title insurance cover for transactions with an aggregate of
EUR 16.4 billion in enterprise value.
The UK, CEE and DACH regions remained our busiest
markets for insured title risks in terms of number of policies
placed. However, there were some significant increases in
the non-core title insurance jurisdictions. In particular:
• Benelux had a strong year having been responsible for
almost 15% of the overall insured amount placed by the
title team, across a much smaller number of policies than
the likes of CEE and DACH; and
• we placed more than EUR 1 billion of insurance for
Iberian title risks, which is exceptional given the lower
deal volumes generally in the region but reflective of
the area’s sophisticated investors understanding the
benefits of insurance.
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Other key trends seen in the title market during
2020 included:
• an increase in the placement of title to shares insurance
policies on non-real estate transactions, which was
driven by a greater number of sellers not standing
behind the fundamental warranties in order to seek a
‘clean exit’;
• an increase in the number of title policies being placed
in non-core jurisdictions, which is as a result of greater
awareness of the availability of the product;
• a new product in the market whereby title insurers
provided W&I excess policies covering fundamental
warranties, providing, a true W&I ‘top-up’ product for
fundamental warranty cover in excess of a W&I policy;
• a reduction in rates across Europe driven by a greater
number of insurers in the market offering title to shares
and real estate policies;
• greater interest in ‘hard-stapled’ title polices sitting
alongside W&I policies in respect of auction sales, which
was driven by sellers wishing to incorporate title policies
into their transactions at an earlier stage; and
• a notable number of enquiries for title insurance in
respect of the loan portfolio transactions.

Outlook
The proportion of M&A transactions involving a title policy
will continue to rise due to an increase in the number of:
1. title policies placed on non-real estate deals; and
2. title policies placed in non-core title insurance
jurisdictions.
In addition, we expect to see an increase in bespoke policies
taken out on disposals of loan portfolios as well as an
increase in the number of title policies being ‘hard-stapled’
into processes.
Lastly, we expect to see an increase in the number of
enquiries for identified risks in non-core jurisdictions.

David Persaud
Head of Title &
Real Estate Risks
+44 (0)7394 560 396
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Claims
Key themes
Last year the number of notifications increased by
30% when compared with the previous calendar year.
This reflects the fact that M&A insurance is on the rise.
Tax issues remained the leading cause behind notifications
in 2020. However, notifications relating to the compliance
with laws warranties significantly increased their share
of notifications from 9% in 2019 to 19% in 2020. Those
notifications now draw level with issues relating to financial
statements.
Alleged breaches of fundamental warranties also took a leap
from 1% in the prior year to 7% in 2020.
Having its time in court
Although the Grohe claim5 caught the attention of the
mainstream media, there were other cases involving W&I
insurance that made it to the courts in 2020. Two of these
cases 6,7 related to quantum demonstrating that quantum is
the complex part of a W&I claim.

1
Day zero – the
date that the
events giving rise
to the breach
occurred.

2
An average of 163
days between the
date the breach
occurred and
policy inception.

Payment of claims
Whilst the Grohe claim has been used to cast doubt on the
efficacy of M&A insurance by some media outlets, it is clear
from our experience that insurance pays out for valid claims,
taking an average of 285 days (nine months) between
notification and the insurer agreeing to pay.
With insurers and MGAs becoming more familiar with
adjusting claims, helped by the claims frequency, we expect
settlement times to decrease year on year. The time it takes
to discover a claim however is not something that can be
controlled or determined. Interestingly, our claims data
shows that, on average, it takes approximately three years
to discover a tax issue and half that time to discover nontax issues.
We will set out much more detail on claims in our dedicated
report, which will be released later in 2021.

3
An average of 471
days since the
breach occurred
and the claim
notification.

4
An average of 765
days since the
breach occurred
and the date
insurers agreed
to pay the claim.
5

Frankfurt Higher
Regional Court,
Order (Beschluss)
as of 26 November
2020, file number
(Aktenzeichen) 26
Sch 14/20

6

Seahawk Bidco Ltd.
v. Lloyd’s Syndicate
1686 & Ors, CL-2020000280 High Court
of Justice in England
and Wales

7

ProPharma Group MIS
Holdings Ltd. v. Axis
Syndicate 1686 and
others, case number
CL-2020-000836, in
the High Court
of Justice of England
and Wales

Anna Robinson
Claims Director
+44 (0)7860 849 922
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Outlook for 2021
M&A has been undertaken at an exceptional rate this year
and the M&A insurance market is experiencing its busiest
year ever.
With fund managers sitting on a record USD 1.6 trillion in dry
powder8, pressure is on deal makers to identify investment
opportunities as European economies see growth and
vaccine programmes encourage a return to normality across
Europe. The Brexit deal provides a degree of certainty not
seen in the UK since 2016, which should facilitate further
investment in the UK mid-market too.

At Howden M&A, we are genuinely excited about what
lies ahead for 2021. We will continue to invest in technical
excellence, innovation and product development, which will
drive an even wider variety of deals, thus creating a wider
network of relationships. That, in turn, will incubate further
innovation and product development.
We look forward to reporting back next year but, in the
meantime, please do get in touch with us if any of this year’s
topics have sparked your interest.

We anticipate the key trends of 2020 to continue in 2021
and beyond. In particular, an increase in the number of
policies placed on typical deal structures, whilst also seeing
insurance used more frequently to cover known issues.
The explosion in special purpose acquisition companies
(SPACs) seen in the USA will likely also proliferate across
Europe, creating further competition amongst buyers.
SPACs could also have an impact on how private equity
grows its asset base. With SPACs attracting the traditional
targets, we may see funds using their established
portfolio companies to grow business over a longer term
by acquiring earlier stage ventures than they may have
previously considered.

Source: Private
Equity Recovers After
Turbulent Year; Preqin;
14 April 2021
8
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